Courage Foundation couragefound.org
Your site has a fund-raising fraud, hopefully unwitting up till now. You have several noble causes &
one major fraudulent one. As all major EU governments know - and you can see yourself if you
read the report I wrote for Europe's intel agencies, confirmed as correct (link below) Mr 'Edward Snowden' is a US agent & hoaxer, tied to neo-con warmongers Dick Cheney & Zbig
Brzezinski, who never 'stole' any documents, he is run by the US intel agencies for multiple
criminal purposes, including international blackmail, & the likely silencing & killing of real
dissidents who are duped into contacting the UK Guardian, Glenn Greenwald etc ... there was little
'new' in Snowden revelations aside from media pumping by US intel bribed-news outlets ...
Greenwald has worked for 3 CIA-tied billionaires in a row, did you know that?
When you trace Snowden's 'network' of US-gov-tied goons you will see there is nothing legitimate
about him .. and you are engaged in fund-raising fraud by soliciting for him
You should know the Guardian has long taken bribes to publish fake 'news' for US intel agencies,
that is why there is so much rubbish in the Guardian, lies about Ukraine Syria etc, & why the
Guardian deletes so many honest commenter's ... but of course they promoted US-gov-sponsored
'Snowden'
Eddie Snowden is actually helping to harm your more real victims, because Snowden helps hide
truth about US judges who seek to put UK victims on trial ... As a loyal intel agent, Snowden has
zero interest in the proven corruption of US judges who would 'put him on trial' which in his case
would be fake
President Putin publicly hints Snowden is a US agent, but few pick up on it ... Putin plays along as
part of his complex negotiating game with the US regime ... My Russian friends laugh at how you
are duped by him & are helping sell this fraud
By all means read the report linked below - which stopped Snowden getting asylum in Switzerland,
as the Swiss gov realized he is a fraud after I showed them - and discuss it with Snowden himself
(you can reach him via Moscow's Argument law firm)
By the way your board member 'Daniel Ellsberg' was a similar 'limited hang out' fraud 40 years ago,
selling the hoax official JFK murder story just like Snowden sells the US gov '9-11' hoax... Ellsberg
even sold by the same US gov NY Times, it is an old game for the Yanks
The USA loves how you are duped enough to fraudulently raise funds for a plain-as-day intel hoax
such as fast Eddie
Now that you have access to this report which you can confirm to your heart's content, you are
engaged in criminal fraud against the UK public, if you continue to solicit funds for 'Snowden'
FSB SVR Report Snowden, Greenwald are CIA frauds
http://homment.com/3K3xdsYD7a
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